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A Message From the Chief Information Officer

A MESSAGE FROM THE CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER
Today’s learning environment goes beyond the traditional classroom. From the classroom and
from home, students now have the ability to actively choose their educational options.
Technology is not only a medium that facilitates students’ learning, but adds excitement and
interest to their curriculum. By having our District’s instructional strategies appropriately
supported by technology, the students of Albuquerque Public Schools (APS) will best be
positioned for increased student learning opportunities, as well as the development of critical life
and work skills required to be productive 21st century citizens of our global community.
One of the major goals of the district is to increase student academic achievement. Academic
achievement is directly tied to equitable access to learning resources available to the student,
teachers and parents. Achievements gaps exist because opportunity gaps prevent some
children from access to resources necessary to achieve at high levels. Technology provides
resources to increase student’s learning opportunities. We at APS want to prepare our students
for the future and enable them to be successful. The world we live in today requires students to
have a functional knowledge of technology to be contributing members of society. We must
provide our students with the tools, experiences and opportunities necessary to become critical
thinkers with the ability to adapt to our constantly changing environment.
Since we are an educational organization, learning occurs at all levels throughout APS.
Although our focus is always on the student, the ongoing professional development of our
teachers, staff and administration must be a priority, so that they can provide the best
instructional opportunities to all our children within the District. A large part of the best practices
in today’s classrooms involve technology. Within the District and throughout the state, teachers
are learning how to integrate technology into their classrooms. As we continue to integrate
technology throughout our organization, to meet the unique needs of our students, staff and
community, we will develop our own best practices. As an organization, we will discover how
technology can be used to transform the way teachers and students teach and learn from one
another. From these collective experiences, we believe we will be uniquely positioned as the
nation’s foremost leader in the use of technology to support the mission of public education,
allowing our students success to be among the best available to the community, employers and
colleges.
Parent and community involvement is also a critical factor for student success. Parents’ roles
are evolving with the use of technology. Through the use of the Internet and access to district
information systems, parents have new ways of communicating with APS teachers,
administration and the school board. Parents now have more opportunities to participate in their
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child’s academic progress and achievements. We must use technology to provide parents with
these additional opportunities.
Given the reliance we, as a District, place on technology, it is our responsibility to develop a
technology plan that allows us to embrace technology and prepare our students for the future.
This plan represents the collective input of a multitude of people throughout APS, including
teachers, principals, parents, staff and administrative personnel.
It is critical to understand the purpose of this Technology Master Plan (TMP). The plan will
facilitate implementation of technology, in a strategic fashion, throughout the District in support
of improving student opportunities and enhanced life and work skills. The TMP provides the
roadmap for this process in direct support of instructional plans. The TMP is not a guide for
instruction. It does not tell teachers or administrators how to do their jobs, but rather provides
tools that can be incorporated into instruction to enhance the learning environment and support
the Process for Educating, providing appropriate funding and support for the acquisition and use
of these tools.
Another important aspect of this five-year TMP is creating an environment for students,
teachers, and staff that adheres to “best practice” standards of safety and security. The
district’s technology infrastructure has become a vital aspect of everyday work, accountability
and reporting. Technology provides tools to access information resources that support users in
making data based decisions with appropriate security, disaster recovery, and back up. The
Technology department will proactively support district systems, information management, and
infrastructure build-out.
We hope that you will all share our enthusiasm about this plan and join us in congratulating
those who worked on its development and continue to guide its implementation. We believe
that this plan will support our ongoing efforts to improve the APS community and “put us on the
map” for technology excellence. More importantly, this plan outlines exciting opportunities for
APS to continue to provide a quality education for learners of all ages.
Sincerely,
Thomas Ryan,
Chief Information Officer
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Document History

TECHNOLOGY MASTER PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND HISTORY
Technology Master Plan (TMP) Document History
This plan is a “living” document. It is updated often to reflect accomplishments, document
progress and lessons learned, and project recommendations for the future.
Date
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1. Introduction

DEPARTMENT VISION
Great Learning For All Learners Through Access To And Use Of Effective Technologies
Department Values

1. LEARNER FOCUS
Great learning happens when the focus of instruction is on the learner.
2. LEADERSHIP
Active leadership must be valued, and enlivened in everyone.
3. VISION
Vision is the result of dreaming about the possibilities then planning for them to happen.
4. TRUST
Trust is the result of commitments realized.
5. RELATIONSHIPS
Great teaching and learning opportunities are built upon positive relationships.
6. PASSION AND INSPIRATION
Care enough to inspire others to care.
7. CELEBRATION
Celebrate success.
8. CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
Lifelong learning depends on continuous improvement.
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SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION <TOC>
This section of the Technology Master Plan provides an overview of the document and the
District philosophies and models that drive its development and implementation. This section
describes the District’s model for technology, which combines both instructional and
administrative components, supported by infrastructure, in order to advance student learning
opportunities. It details the stages through which technology implementations pass, ultimately
supporting an environment in which technology enables the transformation of instructional and
business practices. It presents the key components for reaching the Transformational Stage,
acknowledging that it is only through the combination of people, processes, and technology,
guided by strategy, that transformation occurs.

1.1 THE PURPOSE AND GOALS OF THIS PLAN
The Technology Master Plan (TMP) is a comprehensive document that sets a long-term District
technology vision for the purpose of supporting the achievement and success of students, staff
and community members. This Plan coordinates and aligns the technology efforts of all District’s
key functional areas, provides a description of the District’s organization-wide information
technology infrastructure and outlines and prioritizes critical technology initiatives.
Technology is a critical component of the Albuquerque Public Schools’ (APS) overall
instructional and operational strategy. However, it alone cannot address all of the challenges
faced by our District. It is the function of this plan to support District goals with
appropriate technology and not to duplicate or replace functions within the District. This
Technology Master Plan (TMP) describes how technology can be implemented over the next
five years, in support of our current and future instructional and administrative activities.
The TMP will describe projects and major activities that are performed in support of district
goals and improved business operations. New technologies are not the main focus of our work
as a school district but a resource to assist in improving our core mission of public education.
The public education environment in Albuquerque and the rest of the country is faced with
significant challenges to reduce drop-out rates, increase graduation rates, and eliminate the
opportunity gap between various groups of students. Highly motivated and skilled people from
across the country have been working hard to dramatically improve public education results.
Incremental improvement is not acceptable what is needed is transformation. New technologies
appropriately used can help us transform and improve learning opportunities for our children.
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As explained later in this chapter, this plan is structured according to a model of education that
includes student opportunities, professional development opportunities, business activities, and
the infrastructure that supports them. The Technology department working in partnership with
schools and other departments will deliver several projects and business improvements over the
next five years. In this partnership the Technology department supports the integration of data,
technology environmental support, and equipment issues. Partnering departments own
procedures and processes necessary for the various systems to function efficiently and
effectively. The Technology Department does not own the process definitions nor the content of
professional development related to major systems. The activities in this plan, therefore,
describe the support and integration that is provided by the Technology Department, and are
not comprehensive plans for projects owned by other departments.
Throughout this document,
these information boxes will
highlight key concepts,
trends, terms, ideas, or
innovations that will
broaden the reader’s
understanding of APS’
Technology Master Plan.

In the same fashion, this document exists to support our
current instructional strategies. It does not dictate how and
what should be taught to learners. Instead, it can be
considered a “roadmap” that will provide direction for our
technology efforts, aligned with our instructional strategies.
The table below presents what the technology master plan
is and is not with the hopes of setting realistic expectations
for the reader of this document.

THIS TMP IS…
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

An outline of APS’ technology vision for the next 5 years in line with APS’ district goals
A plan that coordinates and aligns the technology efforts between all of APS’ key functional areas
A plan that provides a description of APS’ future organization-wide IT infrastructure environment
A plan that outlines and prioritizes critical technology initiatives
A “living” document that must be reviewed, reassessed, and revised each year as the organization’s
objectives and strategies evolve
A plan that identifies long term technology capital needs and integrates with the district’s Capital
Master Plan (CMP)
A plan that designs the long-term data environment in the district

THIS TMP IS NOT…
•
•
•

•

A guide for instruction
An instructional strategy plan
A plan that tells teachers or administrators how to teach or what to teach
An in-depth review of every functional area and program
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1.2

THE MODEL OF EDUCATION

This plan is based on a model of education that includes both instructional and administrative
components. The triangular logo that is used to describe the plan represents that model. The
model is explained in this section.

Student opportunities are the critical focus for APS. Every activity that is carried out throughout
APS must be in support of increasing student learning opportunities and building life and work
skills. Students are supported by creating great learning environments, with highly skilled
teachers (The Process for Educating), effective and efficient administrative processes (The
Business of Educating), and appropriate infrastructure (Technology Infrastructure).
Each of these components is addressed in a chapter of this plan, with specific emphasis on how
they are supported by technology. This Model of Education is a graphic representation of the
guiding principle of this plan -- all technology within the District, whether in a classroom or
administrative office, should exist to enhance and support the learning of the District’s children.

1.3

IMPLEMENTATION STAGES LEADING TO TRANSFORMATION

Technology implementation passes through three stages. These stages progress from simply
augmenting current practices with technology to the final stage in which technology assists the
Draft TMP 2010_2015.docx
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District in transforming its instructional and administrative practices. The intent of this Plan is to
move every aspect of technology use within the District to the transformational stage.
In its final, transformational stage, technology can:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Increase student learning opportunities
Provide learning environments that can individualize instruction
Remove time and place impediments to learning
Provide students, teachers, and parents 24/7 access to learning resources
Increase student engagement and interaction
Move towards students becoming independent learners
Develop educators to be integrators of complex and innovative curricula
Engage parents and communities to be ardent supporters and drivers of our efforts
Align information resources increasing access to reliable data for making critical decisions
Provide greater student choice

To make progress, we must fundamentally change or transform the way we teach and how we
manage our District. To help illustrate this transformation, we refer to the Transformational
Model as a guide. There are three stages in this model: Awareness, Adapting, and
Transformational.

Awareness
Stage

Adapting
Stage

Transformational
Stage

In the Awareness Stage, the focus is on the generation of an awareness of the need for
change itself and that the use of technology can help support this change and increase student
opportunities. Common activities within this stage include numerous discussions focused on
understanding technology concepts and casual or experimental use of technology tools.
Examples of Awareness activities within APS include:
•
•
•
•

Students create assignments using software programs
Teachers and assistants work with students in the computer lab
Administrators use email, websites, and smart phones as communication tools
Parents are aware that their students use computers in school

The Adapting Stage serves as a transitional period for individuals to develop a better
understanding of technology. This stage provides time for the learner to understand the use of
technology by applying it to everyday tasks and processes. In this stage, technology assists
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with routine practices by making them easier, faster, or more accurate. Professional
development typically focuses on the adoption of technology into their everyday activities and
skill development with specific applications. Examples of Adapting activities within APS include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Students use presentation software and digital video to report to the class
Teachers use digital resources to collect data on student performance
Administrators gather and track discipline information in a digital format
Parents use e-mail and texts to communicate directly with their child’s teacher
Departments use digital forms to collect and distribute information.
Increase department and support staff effective & efficient use of technology

Currently, much of our
organization resides in
Awareness and the
Adapting Stages of the
Transformational Model
though some employees
are providing wonderful
examples of how to
transform teaching and
learning and the work they
and others around them do

A major change that takes place, besides the increased use of
technology, is the change in attitude of the users towards the
integration of technology to do their work. The user begins to
understand that technology not only makes completing routine
tasks more efficient, but helps them do things differently.
Technology is not viewed as an add on to their work but
means to do their work.
The danger exists, however, that people will not move beyond
this stage to the Transformational Stage. Without moving to
the Transformational Stage, we risk doing the same things we
have always done, but with expensive equipment. There is
also a resistance to do different work as technology resources
automate and improve business process.

Ultimately, we must move to the Transformational Stage through the pervasive and integrated
use of technology and the willingness to fundamentally change the way we teach and work. In
this stage, users focus on creative methods to achieve goals and objectives and not on the
technology. The user has mastered how to understand and integrate technology to achieve
new levels of learning; the basic skills and understanding necessary to change or create a new
process to achieve desired results has been developed. The focus is no longer on learning
software applications but on effectively addressing literacy, math, and transformed business
practices. In this stage, people are using technology to do things they would otherwise not be
able to do. Some examples of the potential of the Transformational Stage include:
• Students will understand how to use current technologies to provide proof of
understanding and demonstrate competence in all subject areas.
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• Teachers are learning along side their students by utilizing online resources daily to
individualize instruction and increase student engagement.
• Administrators and teachers will have access to data-rich resources that allow them to not
only monitor the progress of the students and staff but also create prescriptive
improvement plans based on the data.
• Parents will be active partners in the digital classroom having full access to learning
resources, lesson, grades, teacher comments and student responses.
• Parents will have a learning portal into the classroom that dramatically changes their role
from passive to active partnership with the teacher, content, and their child in class.
• Significantly expanded choice of courses not longer bound by time, place, and pace.
• Departments will improve business process and efficiencies to drive more money into
supporting instruction.
• School will no longer be viewed as the building that you have to go to for learning but as a
learning resource that is always available and reaches out to the students
The purchase of and focus on expensive technology will not guarantee successful
transformation. Transformation will occur through our organization’s desire and ability to
change our longstanding organizational culture and processes. Technology will be employed to
support such a change. Too often technology is purchased with the expectation that, once
hardware and software is on site, implementation will take place and people will use the
technology to better themselves and those around them. In order for transformation to take
place, the users will have to change their perceptions of technology. Instead of obtaining
different pieces of technology and then trying to figure out what to do with them, users need to
decide what it is they want to accomplish and then research ways in which different
technologies can help them meet their needs and achieve their goals.

1.4

KEY COMPONENTS OF TRANSFORMATION

To arrive at long-lasting, positive organizational transformation, our organization must effectively
address four key components: Strategy, People, Process and Technology. Technology is only
one of the four components. For APS, we must align and integrate these components for the
greatest opportunity to reach our goal of increased student opportunities. During our TMP
development process, strong consideration was given to each of these components to ensure
proper alignment and integration.
Strategy - Our District strategy must be focused and well-articulated to align all activities
throughout the District and provide the impetus for change. Strategy is clearly the driver of the
other three components and is the foundation of this and any effective plan. The strategy has to
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look at the current state of business or learning, define what the end state should look like, and
develop a plan that will move the district forward in improvement.

People – Education is a people business. People should be empowered with the knowledge,
experience, skills and tools they need to be effective and productive to support increased
teaching and learning opportunities. It is imperative that we create an environment that meets
the ever-changing and diverse needs of learners of all ages. We believe our APS personnel
have the ability to meet the changing needs of our organization. However, appropriate and
adequate levels of time, resources, and professional development must be allocated to facilitate
the massive cultural change we will experience as we transform our organization. The role of
students, teachers, administrators, district staff and parents will change and each stakeholder
group must take responsibility for transforming to this new and ever-changing education
environment. The district must ensure that appropriate change management strategies are
applied and supported.
The most important way to address the People component is through effective professional
development. For example, through professional development, teachers will have greater
understanding of the tools available to them to transform the learning environment;
administrative functions can be streamlined, making it easier for the organization to accomplish
its goal of education. Greater knowledge, awareness, and availability of the capabilities of
technology will empower District stakeholders to create innovative positive change within APS.
Process - The process component is critical in improving the overall efficiency and productivity
of our District operations. New streamlined processes will foster effective and efficient decisionmaking. Process can be considered the “glue” that holds the other three components together.
Without clear processes in place, valuable time and resources are squandered at the expense
of the learner. While the focus of this plan is improving student-learning opportunities, it is the
clearly defined processes that will allow APS to quickly adapt to the multitude of changes that
are part of today’s fast-paced and ever-changing world. The Technology Department will work
closely with the functional owners to develop successful processes by defining what streamlined
and efficient processes looks like. This decision must drive technology selection,
implementation and integration. In the past, departments looked to improve processes within
their business units. Today, department need to work in partnership with other departments to
improve. For example, our redesigned website will change the way work is none and
communicated in every department. Decisions to improve human resources will directly impact
financial system processes.
Technology – Technology should not drive instruction or business. It should support the
transformed teaching and administrative processes of our District and should facilitate the
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information collection, analysis and decision-making process throughout APS. We must provide
our educators with the technology tools necessary to infuse technology into our everyday
standards-based instruction. These tools and their implementation must be aligned with our
overall instructional and operational strategy.
Each of the items in the following table will be discussed in each section of the TMP.

Process for
Educating
Strategy

People

Process

Technology

1.5

Business of
Education

Increase access and
student engagement
with learning
resources
Integrate professional
development of
technology to focus on
the work not the
technology

Design effective,
efficient, and integrated
information systems.

Integrate the use of
technologies for
students, teachers,
and administrators to
transform practice
Develop digital tools to
engage students in
class and provide
access to resources
24/7

Design strong project
management through the
office of Project
Management

Develop an
understanding of how to
improve change
management and
training.

Provide interfaces
between various
information systems to
enhance data collection
and reporting.

Technology
Infrastructure
Provide a safe and
secure IT system and
network to support
education and business
Provide systems to
improve teaching,
learning, and business
processes through
technology integration
Create and enforce
standards and
processes to improve
the technology security
environment
Provide a safe and
secure environment and
access to information.

TMP EVALUATION

Numerous research studies indicate there are several factors that are related to student
academic achievement. Teacher quality, student safety, time on task, access to educational
resources at home (books) parent engagement, parent communication with teacher, student
background knowledge, homework, student choice in curriculum, student motivation, quality
school leadership are a few of the more common factors. Technology is typically included as
one of the factors but its “success” is also correlated with all of the above factors, in other
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words, high teacher quality, a safe environment, resources available at home, access and the
other all factor into whether it is a successful tool for academic achievement. Too often debates
arise that attempt to isolate one factor such as technology as the main and perhaps only factor
that caused increased academic success for children. It is interesting that the debate does not
include other “traditional” expensive capital items and their impact on test scores such as
buildings, desks, or even the books student’s use. Engaging in that debate causes us to loose
focus on our real mission of providing high quality teaching and learning for all of our children.
Technology alone will not increase student academic achievement but it can provide the
environment that research suggests will improve student success. The TMP addresses equity
in access to educational resources both in school and at home by providing a safe and reliable
network to every classroom and the computing tools necessary to engage those resources.
Students and teachers across the district will be able to move confidently from one school to
another and be assured a equitable standard of technology will be available.
Accountability and evaluation are woven throughout this
TMP. The governance section of this document addresses
the groups that provide oversight of the department, the
selection, priority, and execution of improvement projects.
This oversight function makes the TMP vary transparent to
the public and provides a high degree of evaluation and
accountability for the success of projects and performance of
the projects, department, and district. The Technology
Project Management Office (PMO) manages the district
technology projects as a support for project success. The
PMO also acts a as an independent project verification and
validation resource for the district. All projects are published to the district website and are
reviewed by the various governance groups within APS. The Project forms are described in
section 6 of this document.
The Technology website
at aps.blackboard.com
provides information on
district projects under
the Project portfolio
button. Project goals,
measures, and status are
updated throughout the
life of the project.
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SECTION 2: STUDENT OPPORTUNITY <TOC>
2.1
HOW CAN WE TRANSFORM STUDENT
OPPORTUNITY?
This section of the Technology Master Plan presents the focus
and foundation on which we have built this plan. It provides the
reasons why the integration and alignment of technology into our
District can transform the way we teach and the way we manage
our organization. This first component of this TMP model focuses on Student Opportunity. We
will connect this transformation to our ultimate goal of increased student learning opportunities.
To this end, our primary function is to provide the necessary technological resources
that our students need.
Student opportunities will be transformed when each student is responsible for their learning
and has access to a rich variety of instructional materials. To that end, technology can provide
support by focusing on the learner, rather than the technology itself, and by providing a high
quality learning environments that can be accessed anytime from anywhere.
However, providing these technology-based instructional resources cannot happen in a
vacuum; school administrators and teachers must drive it. The best understanding of
instructional needs is at each site, closest to the student. Each school has an Educational Plan
for Student Success (EPSS). In these plans, schools identify the technology support that will be
required for each activity. The Technology Department works with each school to understand
their needs and provide advice, support and guidance in order to ensure that this plan will
support the goals for each school.
There are three specific areas in which we believe technology is critical to supporting increased
student opportunities, namely Learner Focus, Anytime, Anywhere Access, and High Quality
Learning Environment.
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Learner Focus - Any plan that addresses student opportunities must have the learner as its
central focus, and that the learner is not limited to only the student but is also the teacher. The
Learner Focus emphasizes that our students do not gain solely from being taught; they benefit
most when they are self-motivated and take responsibility for their own learning. Keeping this
focus at the forefront of this plan ensures that the activities specified in this plan all support
increased opportunities for learning.
Technology enables the role of the learner to dramatically transform. Learners must own their
learning experiences and develop the skills to become information literate. Student-centered,
real-world, multimedia, collaborative learning environments will empower students to achieve
and thrive in an information-based society. It is clear that public education must provide these
learning environments for all students.
Students, from a very early age, are exposed to a wide variety of digital technology tools.
Television, video gaming, cell phones, computers and a myriad of technology enhancements
have changed the way students learn. Students were born into a digital world and are
considered digital natives. In order for our children to be successful in their future, they must
understand how to make technology work for them to enhance their opportunities. They must
be prepared to compete with others from around the globe. If we expect children to be prepared
for their future they must use the technology tools currently available to them. Children born in
a digital world, in a home full of digital resources, should expect to learn in an environment that
is at least digitally aware. Too often children have to learn in an environment that could have
been a classroom from one hundred years ago and then are expected to compete at high levels
today. It is the responsibility of all educators and community members assure that ALL students
understand and use technology resources. Our classrooms and the activities in them must be
transformed.
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A learner focused educational model transforms the concept of school as a building where
children go to learn 182 day per year during business hours to educational resources that are
available to students, teachers, and parents anytime and anywhere. The transformed concept
of school reaches out to students and meets them where they are and address their unique
learning styles and needs. Students are not limited in choice by where they live and the
language they speak. Students and parents have access to high quality teachers, courses, and
resources from their own homes. Instruction is individually customized to meet the students
learning needs and every child is actively engaged in their learning. Schools from 100 years
ago could not meet this challenge because the technology was not available. Schools can meet
this challenge today but we must change our mental model of school and take advantage of the
resources currently available.
High Quality Learning Environment – A high quality-educational environment will have
essential learning elements properly aligned and integrated. In many ways, this high qualityeducational environment is what one might envision when asked, “What will education look like
in the future?”
Although the information students need to access has dramatically increased the length of the
school day, the number of days of school and the way in which our schools operate has
remained virtually unchanged for the last 100 years. In fact, our classrooms look almost
identical to classrooms from the past. The educational environment must be designed to take
advantage of the opportunities that technology brings for improved learning, whether inside the
school building, at home or out of town.
This Plan is build around some basic principles of enhancing student-learning opportunities.
The transformed school must be:
• Available 24 hours a day and seven days a week.
• Learning must be individualized to student learning needs.
• Resources must be available to parent, teachers and students to assist in the learning
process.
• Parents must have full access to the educational environment
• Students and parents have access to the same high quality courses and resources - no
matter where they live.
• Teachers have the ability to modify lessons in real time to meet the needs of learners.
• Every student participates in a highly interactive learning environment.
Students will need to access educational resources and information inside and outside the
physical school building as the technology enables us to expand their opportunities to learn. In a
standards-based system, if learners are to take responsibility for their learning, they must know
what is expected of them and these expectations must be available to the students, teachers
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and administrators. The District currently provides online resources and access to content that
can be engaged by the learner, wherever the learner has access to the Internet.
Anywhere, Anytime Access – A Technology Department goal is to provide educational
opportunities 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Online courses can be administered and delivered
through a learning management system, thereby providing the opportunity for learners to
engage in the learning process in a self-paced manner. Teachers will be able to provide
students with access to a “virtual classroom” anytime and tap into the best practices of
educators anywhere. Learners will have unprecedented ownership of their education and the
ability to further their learning opportunities anytime, from anywhere. A Learning Management
System can also be effectively utilized to provide professional development opportunities for
District employees. The Learning Management System project is explained in On the
Technology website under Project Portfolio.
One reality that district must address has been described as the digital divide. Not all students
have the same opportunities to access the Internet from where they live. This prevents not only
the student but also their families from resources that could help them in the learning process.
To address this vital concern, APS is driving toward one to one student to computing devise
access. Smart phones, netbooks and even some laptops are becoming less expensive than a
backpack full of textbooks. Providing students personal computing devises with wireless radio
chips installed can allow students access to learning resources wherever there is cell phone
access.
The three component concepts of student opportunities: learner focus, high quality learning
environment and anytime, anywhere access will be seamlessly integrated. APS will have selfdirected learners capable of employing tools available to them to seek out knowledge and
support a Learner Focus. These learners will be able to work in team-based situations and
support each other to achieve common and individual learning goals. Our educators’ role will be
that of a teacher, facilitator, researcher and collaborator. They will facilitate a student’s desire to
learn by being an integrated part of a High Quality Learning Environment. They will also work
with other educators to disseminate the best practices of an interdisciplinary technology-infused
curriculum and to integrate core competencies in all subject areas. All District stakeholders will
have Anytime, Anywhere Access to District resources and information that supports both the
Learner Focus and a High Quality Learning Environment.

2.2

CRITICAL TMP FOCUS ON STUDENT OPPORTUNITY ACTIVITIES

Wikipedia defines a Learning Management System (or LMS) as “a software package, usually
on a large scale (that scale is decreasing rapidly), that enables the management and delivery of
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learning content and resources to students. Most LMS systems are web-based to facilitate
"anytime, anywhere" access to learning content and administration.
At a minimum, the LMS usually allows for student registration, the delivery and tracking of elearning courses and content, and testing, and may also allow for the management of instructorled training classes. In the most comprehensive of LMSs, one may find tools such as
competency management, skills-gap analysis, succession planning, certifications, virtual live
classes, and resource allocation (venues, rooms, textbooks, instructors, etc.). Most systems
allow for learner self-service, facilitating self-enrolment, and access to courses.”
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Learning_management_system, February, 2006).
APS has used a LMS for professional development and training for several years. This
resource has greatly reduced travel and training costs and increased availability of professional
content to teachers, administrators, and staff. After receiving professional development
teachers began integrating the resources of the LMS into their face-to-face classrooms. This
“blended” learning environment has led to an increased awareness of the enhanced learning
opportunities for students. During the 2008-09 school year APS began fully online courses to
high school students. In the first year of this program nearly 200 students successfully
completed online courses for credit. Today there are more than 50 APS online courses
available to students. The district is developing a fully online school to address the learning
needs of a wide-variety of students from home-schooled to pubic school students.
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SECTION 3: THE PROCESS FOR
EDUCATING <TOC>
3.1

HOW CAN WE TRANSFORM THE
PROCESS FOR EDUCATING?
This section of the Technology Master Plan
addresses our core competency of teaching. It
describes processes that, when implemented, will provide educators with opportunities to
integrate technology into everyday standards-based instruction. This second component of the
TMP model is a focus on the Process for Educating. We will define the necessary elements to
accelerate student opportunities by using technology to enhance and transform instructional
practices.
As mentioned earlier, the District has committed to a set of Redesign Essentials that are being
used to transform the instructional practices and environments in our schools. Again, this plan
supports, rather than replaces, those redesign essentials. They exist in four focus areas:
1. High standards
2. Professional development
3. Quality teaching
4. Shared accountability
Everyday, educators use various methods, tools and techniques to engage learners, looking for
the spark that occurs when a child becomes engaged and embraces the learning process.
Historically, educators have used traditional methods, tools and techniques – many of which did
not rely on the use of technology. APS believes that technology will support the transformation
of current practices and provide unique and compelling reasons for learners to be engaged.
Many key national leaders throughout the country believe we must improve student
opportunities. At APS, we believe that all children can learn and that we must create a
multitude of opportunities for children to foster a passion for learning. The creative and
innovative use of technology to better integrate APS' standards-based learning into every day's
lessons is the focus of this section.
“The single largest factor affecting academic growth of student populations is
differences in effectiveness of individual classroom teachers.”
Chris Pipho, Phi Delta Kappan
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“What teachers know and are able to do makes the crucial difference in what children
learn.”
National Commission on Teaching and America’s Future,
“What Matters Most: Teaching for America’s Future”

To fully support our efforts to transform our Process for Educating, we focused on activities
required within each of the key organizational elements: strategy, people, process and
technology. Our overall strategy for transforming the Process for Educating is to build the
capacity of our teaching professionals through comprehensive professional development. In
addition, our teaching professionals will be provided the tools and resources necessary to infuse
technology into APS’ standards-based lessons. Our people will begin their own personal
transformation as they apply new technology understanding and skills to their everyday lives,
both personal and professional. Professional development provides the foundation for this
personal transformation. In turn, our people will drive change within our education process by
developing technology-infused lesson plans that provide more learning opportunities that are
engaging and foster a love of learning. Computer access, appropriate software and Internet
connectivity provides the technology element through which this transformation will be
facilitated.
By appropriately applying technology, we have the ability to promote transformation of the way
we teach and learn. In addition, we will provide new ways for students to gain access to
information and learning opportunities. The graphic below depicts key interactions and
relationships that must be addressed as we move towards greater organizational
transformation.

Awareness
Stage

Adapting
Stage

Transformational
Stage

Transformation of our organization and of the way we teach will begin with focused, wellplanned professional development. Through the use of technology, it will be possible to
increase the transfer of knowledge, support higher levels of thinking, and ultimately, foster selfdirected learning. For technology to become fully integrated into classroom activities, it must be
personalized by the teacher and incorporated into classroom lesson plans. This transformation
process requires tremendous time, resources and commitment from those individuals most
closely associated with APS’ critical activities and processes.
Transforming the way we teach requires a comprehensive, effective professional development
plan. A consultant model is being utilized by the Technology Department to support the efforts
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of those who are implementing improvement. These consultants assist in identifying how to
integrate technology at the school and develop an aligned technology plan with the cluster and
the District. Consultants work with departments, clusters and schools to make professional
development recommendations, help organize face-to-face training events, facilitate the delivery
of online staff development, and provide access to up-to-date curriculum resources online.
Providing these professional development opportunities, in both face-to-face and online formats,
will help to facilitate the integration of technology into teaching practices and management
functions.
The district takes advantage of both commercially developed online training resources and
home grown training that is very personalized and specific to the needs of APS employees.
Several departments utilize online resources that can be effectively and efficiently delivered to
employees. Through our LMS the district develops its own content and takes advantage of
sharing content between departments and schools.
Our goal with the Learning Management System is to enable APS employees to access training
and professional development opportunities 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. A LMS allows for
the delivery and the administration of courses online. Anywhere, Anytime Access can enable
teachers to personalize their professional development opportunities, by choosing the time and
location for training that is best suited to their needs and preferences. Customizing training
enables teachers to be more self-directed, more motivated, and more invested in their own
professional development. Teachers have increased ownership of their education and the ability
to further their learning opportunities anytime, from anywhere. More information on courses
available to teachers can be obtained through our website.

3.2

CRITICAL TMP PROCESS OF EDUCATION ACTIVITIES

Professional Development Opportunities, Face-to-Face - Professional development
opportunities can occur in an online format, as well as in a more traditional face-to-face setting.
The Technology Department works closely with other District departments that offer
professional development opportunities, so that we can contribute to a comprehensive Districtwide plan. Face-to-face training opportunities will include technology training days for various
role groups, such as technology coordinators, as well as in-depth technology applications
training open to all District employees. Currently, the Technology Department is working with
the Human Resources Department to develop online classes through our Learning
Management System. As the use of this tool grows, a more comprehensive professional
development model can be put into place, offering employees the opportunity to receive online
training in an anywhere, anytime format.
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SECTION 4: THE BUSINESS OF
EDUCATION <TOC>
4.1
HOW CAN WE TRANSFORM THE BUSINESS
OF EDUCATION?

This section of the
Technology Master Plan
Stage
Stage
Stage
addresses the technology
required to support the District business functions. While these areas do not directly impact the
student, they have a tremendous influence on the learning environment. This third component of
the TMP model is the Business of Education in which we focus on improving business functions.
Awareness

Adapting

Transformational

Similar to a private sector business, the District administration creates numerous business
transactions that must be captured and processed, such as paying a vendor for teaching
materials or deducting money from a school budget to purchase new desks. The business
operations of APS should be managed through an integrated system with efficient and
automated processes, while effectively minimizing costs.
As in the Process for Educating, the key elements of strategy, people, process and technology
must be adequately addressed. Here, in the Business of Education, our strategy is to
fundamentally change how we use information to manage our organization. By reviewing our
business operations and implementing new business applications, we will provide greatly
needed increased functionality and sharing of critical management data. All of APS’ business
personnel will be involved with the implementation of these systems. Professional development
for our people will be a critical success factor to facilitate acceptance of new methods of
performing everyday operational activities. Our processes will be redesigned, incorporating
best practices, so they are streamlined and efficient. These changes will be facilitated by new
technology including high-speed computers and “best-of-breed” software applications. Without
fundamental changes in strategy, people and processes, our investment in technology
hardware, software and training will be wasted.
Business systems are the primary tools to track, process, capture and report business
transactions. Management relies on this critical information to make sound decisions in the best
interest of the children and community we serve. The District’s information needs continue to
change and therefore our information technology systems must also change.
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Old “legacy” systems are
inflexible causing the
district to develop
departmental systems
leading to “islands of
information” and less
effective student-based
decisions.

In addition to older information technology systems that do
not meet our current functional requirements, the District has
traditionally been hindered by a lack of integration between
these systems. Smaller stand-alone IT systems, often
described as “islands of information,” make efficient sharing
of critical information extremely difficult. Although short-term
information needs may have been satisfied by these
systems, their longevity and our growing dependency upon
them had created a multitude of labor-intensive workarounds
and exception-based processes.

During the last five years, the District has substantially improved our business and instructional
processes through the implementation of new financial, human resources, payroll, and student
information systems. Integration of new systems allow the District to be transformed into a
highly efficient organization that can efficiently adapt to emerging requirements. Similarly,
implementing a District portal will improve business efficiency, by expanding upon the District’s
current intranet page into a more comprehensive tool. A portal will integrate District systems and
simplify issues related to management and security, through "single sign-on" capability.
Implementing a portal will enable users to more easily access District systems and manage their
time more efficiently. A portal will provide web-based access to information in a central, “one
stop shopping” location, allowing users to conveniently access information. The District Portal
project is explained in detail in On the Technology website under Project Portfolio.

4.2

CRITICAL TMP BUSINESS OF EDUCATION ACTIVITIES

Co-ownership of the ERP
Business process improvement projects identified in TMP
Managing the data environment at the Data center
Safety and security of systems and data
Secure access to information
New Website
Technology is a Co-Owner of several business systems within APS. The Technology
department is responsible for the network that systems use, the data center environment and
the enterprise server that houses the business environment. The business owner is responsible
for the application, training to use the system, and process and workflow. Technical experts
and functional experts are in constant dialogue about the maintenance and health of the system
as well as long-term strategies for upgrades and improvements.
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Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) System. - APS uses an ERP system as a way to
integrate data from various modules into one system
• Human Resources – Benefits, time and attendance,
• Payroll
• Finance – Accounts payable, accounts receivable, fixed assets, and general ledger
The integration of these modules allows for easier access to data and the ability to more easily
integrate data from various modules for reporting and analytics. The ERP also allows for
workflow development and business productivity. The technical and functional leads work
closely together to maintain the health of system and to plan for future improvements.
Some of the benefits of our ERP system for APS stakeholders include the following benefits:
Reduces redundant data entry across organization
Improves data accuracy, relevance and timeliness
Improves ability to make fact-based decisions and to perform trend analysis
Reduces paper documents by providing standard online formats for quickly entering and
retrieving information
• Improves response time to HRS-related staff issues
• Improves accuracy of payroll runs and reduction in time required to prepare payroll
•
•
•
•

In the next five years several improvements are planned for our ERP system to provide
enhance customer satisfaction, efficiency, and increased responsiveness as well as lowering
costs for doing business. Some of the enhancements to the system will include the following”
•
•
•
•

ERP Application Upgrade
Requisition Self Service
Business Intelligence Reporting
Teacher Contract Module

Student Information System (SIS) - The Technology Department is providing support to the
APS Research, Development and Accountability (RDA) department, owner of the Student
Information System project. Technology maintains and upgrades the hardware that supports
the SIS software.
The SIS offers District-wide, web based, real-time student information that is accessible by
District personnel and parents. The SIS provides the following features:

•
•

Systems Solutions
Census
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Daily Attendance
Discipline
Fee Administration
Grad Standards & Testing
Grade Reporting
Health
Period Attendance
Report Ordering
Scheduling
Special Education
State Reporting
Student Enrollment
Student Information
System Administration

Unified Communication System – The Technology department is the owner of this system.
All APS employees are provided a district email, calendaring, unified address book, and other
messaging tools. The District deploys anti-spam and anti-virus software as well as other tools
to improve the user experience and enhance the email system. The anti-spam software alone
block over 11,000,000 emails per month that are considered dangerous to the organization.
User accounts are set-up and maintained by the district and interfaced with other
communication tools like Blackberry phones. The Technology department supports an number
of databases and other applications is support of our business function.
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SECTION 5: TECHNOLOGY
INFRASTRUCTURE <TOC>
5.1
HOW DO WE TRANSFORM THE TECHNOLOGY
INFRASTRUCTURE?

This section of the
Technology Master Plan
Stage
Stage
Stage
discusses the underlying
technology and related
policies, security and procedures that will enable the effective use of technology throughout
APS. This section is critical to the integration of all the components of the Model of Education.
This final component of the TMP model is the Technology Infrastructure. While technology does
not directly transform the District, it must be in place to allow for the transformation of learning
and administrative practices.
Awareness

Adapting

Transformational

The integration of our efforts related to strategy, people, process and technology are essential
to our success in the Technology Infrastructure component. In this component, our strategy is
to put in place a world-class technology infrastructure that fully supports our current and future
needs with regards to our Focus on Student Opportunity, the Process for Educating and the
Business of Education. Through targeted professional development and a well-executed
communications plan, our people will develop a strong understanding of the importance of our
technology infrastructure and the accomplishment of our short and long term objectives. There
are no “short-cuts” or “easy-answers” to building a technology infrastructure to support the large
scale and scope of our District. An established set of realistic expectations from our
stakeholders will greatly facilitate implementation of the activities within this section. As we
enhance our technology infrastructure, we must also implement best practices processes to
maintain, monitor and manage our huge technology enterprise. Once in place, computers,
connectivity and Internet access in all classrooms and offices will be commonplace. Our intent is
to have a technology infrastructure that will be transparent to the everyday user of our
systems.
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5.2

TMP DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION

APS through feedback gathered from all District users, including District principals and
department chairpersons, school technology coordinators, teachers, governance committees
and other educational institutions created a set of minimum technology adequacy standards.
The Minimum Technology Adequacy Standards include network connectivity, computing and
network devices, software and licensing, and peripheral devices. These standards will be
modified as technology advances. Updates to the standards can be found on the Technology
website at aps.blackboard.com.
APS Minimum Technology Adequacy Standards
Section 1 Network Connectivity
To provide student and staff access to the district and Internet resources to improve
opportunities for student learning, the district will provide connectivity in all district offices,
classrooms and school activity areas, including cafeterias, gymnasiums, auditoriums and other
common areas.
1.1 Network Connectivity
1.1.1 The district will provide WAN connectivity up to 1 Gbps to high schools, 500
Mbps to middle schools and 300 Mbps to elementary schools.
1.2.2 The district Internet connectivity will grow to 5 Gbps.
1.2.3 The district will connect to UNM/CNM/APS through building out a City iNet
connection through the Comcast agreement.
1.2.4 School coaxial wiring to support cable television broadcasts, video security
cameras and equipment.
1.2 Classrooms
1.2.1 "Gigabit to the desktop" (10/100/1000 Mbps Ethernet) on the wired network.
1.2.2 6-hard wired drops or ports. 2 drops on each of 3 walls (One of the walls
included being front of the Classroom presentation area).
1.2.3 Wireless network capacity to support 35 machines at 100 Mbps.
1.2.4 1-drop or port additional available for wireless access point (WAP) [IDEAL: 18
inches from the ceiling or 12 feet above the floor on the far corner from the doorway
with one 110 VAC/power outlet]
1.2.5 Coaxial wiring to support cable broadcasts and video security cameras.
1.3 Cafeterias
1.3.1 2-network drops and one 110 VAC/power duplex outlet at each cash register
for the point of sale system.
1.3.2 Audio system to support announcements and presentations.
1.4 Gymnasiums
1.4.1 4-network drops, 2 one each of 2 walls to be use for registration and other
large events.
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1.4.2 1-network drop available for wireless access point (WAP) [IDEAL: located 12
feet above the floor with one 110 VAC/power outlet] installation.
1.4.3 Audio system to support announcements and presentations.
1.5 Libraries
1.5.1 2-network drops and one 110 VAC/power duplex outlet at each of the
circulation check out stations.
1.5.2 4-network drops and power outlets in the media center workroom.
1.5.3 1-network drop available for wireless access point (WAP) [IDEAL: located 18
inches from the ceiling or 12 feet above the floor with one 110 VAC/power outlet].
1.5.4 Computer laboratories in the library should meet the same requirements as 1.6
General-purpose computer laboratories.
1.5.5 Audio system to support announcements and presentations.
1.6 General purpose computer laboratories
1.6.1 A minimum of 30-network drops and 110 VAC/power duplex outlets in a "U"
configuration on 3 walls and 2-network drops on the 4th wall being front of the
classroom presentation area.
1.6.2 If the lab uses all wireless "laptop" computers then there should be 6-network
hard-wired drops. 2 drops will be installed on each of 3 walls (including the front of
the classroom presentation area), and 1-network drop will be 18 inches from the
ceiling with one 110 VAC/power outlet for a WAP.
1.7 Offices
1.7.1 2-network drops and a minimum of 2-110 VAC/power duplex outlet at each
worker occupied desk/workstation.
1.7.2 1-network drop or port available for wireless access point (WAP) [IDEAL: 18
inches from the ceiling on the far corner from the doorway with one 110 VAC/power
outlet]
1.7.2 Conference rooms wireless network capacity to support 35 machines at 100
Mbps.
1.8 Auditorium
1.8.1 Custom WAP locations. 1 or more network drops located 18 inches from the
ceiling or a maximum of 12 feet above the floor with one 110 VAC/power outlet for
each drop.
1.8.2 Audio system to support announcements and presentations.
1.9 Portables/temporary offices or classrooms
1.9.1 Underground conduit with fiber optic network cables to an outside
weatherproof junction box.
1.9.2 Fiber optic network cables run either overhead or underground to a stub out at
each portable slab from the fiber junction box.
1.9.3 Each portable should have a minimum of 2-network runs (cooper or fiber) and
adequate 110 VAC/power duplex outlets to support up to 32 network devices.
1.10 Network Security
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1.10.1 The district will support a district web filtering solution.
1.10.2 Known user authentication to access district network resources.
1.10.3 The district will provide and support spam-filtering software for electronic
mail.
1.11 Main Distribution Facility
1.11.1 Each school or administrative facility will have a main distribution facility
(MDF) dedicated for communications entrance and technology resources.
1.11.2 The MDF will have enhanced cooling and electrical power to support
computer and communications equipment.
Section 2 Computers and Network Devices
To provide student and staff access to the district and Internet resources to improve
opportunities for student learning, the district will provide access to computing devices for all
students and staff.
2.1 Ratio of Computers and Network Devices to students and adults/staff
2.1.1 Adults -1:1. one device per adult/staff. Only include computers (Apple MAC or
Microsoft Windows PC) that meet the current district specification. Include
computers used primarily by Staff.
2.1.2 Students -1:1. Computing device for every for students. Include computers
used primarily by Students.
2.1.3 All computers or network interface devices will include capability for interactive
input (keyboard, mouse, touchpad, etc.), high speed network connectivity (1001000Mbps wired and 54Mbps wireless), web camera (2-Mega-pixel resolution), high
resolution viewing screen (at least 1280 x 800 pixels), and compatibility with
district administrative software.
2.1.4 All classrooms will be equiped with a document reader (opaque document
camera) with connection to the classroom's electronic whiteboard or projector
system.
2.1.5 All classrooms will have access to shared technology equipment available in
the school, including digital cameras, study skills software, alternate keyboards,
video cameras, etc.
2.2 Computer refresh and district image
2.2.1 All computers must meet district specifications on a 5-year refresh cycle.
2.2.2 All computer purchases will be made by the Technology department, which will
load the standard district image and software.
2.2.3 All computers and other technology equipment must be properly inventoried
and tagged prior to deployment.
2.3 Obsolete Computers
All computers older than 5-years are considered obsolete. Manufacturer model
changes and supply resources change annually, making it inefficient to acquire parts
for maintenance of older models. Obsolete computers are supported only when it is
cost effective to make repairs.
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2.3.1 All APS computers must have the hard drive erased before disposal.
2.3.2 All obsolete computers that are no longer being used must be sent to salvage
and removed from the sites inventory list.
2.3.3 Sites should not accept donated equipment.
2.4 Computer Servers
2.4.1 All APS schools and departments will have computer servers configured to
provide adequate data storage and security management to support the school staff
and student populations.
2.4.1.1 The school/department will provide at least 10-GigaBytes of storage space
for each staff member
2.4.1.2 The school/department will provide at least 5-GigaBytes of storage for each
student
2.4.1.3 The school/department will provide adequate security controls to protect
student information, employee information, and recover data within 24-hours in the
case of a disaster.
2.5 Special Education Classrooms
2.5.1 All classrooms identified for Special Education use will include the same level
of equipment as standard classrooms.
2.5.2 All classrooms will include a Kurzweil scanner to enable sight impaired
students to read textbooks.
2.5.3 All classrooms will include an audio field system to amplify to teacher's or
presenter's voice.
2.5.4 All classroom computers or network interface devices will include voice
recognition technology.
2.5.5 All classroom computers or network interface devices will include text-tospeach
2.5.6 20% of all classroom computers will include large displays (in excess of 17inch diagonal) to support visually impaired learning.
2.6 Physical Education Classrooms
2.6.1 All classrooms identified for Physical Education use will include the same level
of equipment as standard classrooms.
2.6.2 All classrooms will include heart rate monitors for 40-students.
2.6.3 All classrooms will include a computer system with software to collect,
manage, and report student progress (e.g. Polar PE Manager).
2.6.4 All classrooms will include a portable audio enhancement system with a
wireless microphone.
2.6.5 All classrooms will include fitness systems like "Dance Revolution", "Wii", and
virtual activity software that will engage students in physical activities.
2.6.6 All classrooms will include a PDA or netbook to enable the teacher to access
district applications while in outdoor facilities and gymnasiums.
Section 3 Software and Licensing
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To improve learning opportunities and equitable access to district resources the district will
provide common software applications to all schools and departments by managing software
licensing and pre-installing applications on all district computers.
3.1 District Image
3.1.1 All machines will be loaded with the district image
3.1.2 All computers will be configured to authenticate user accounts to the district
Active Directory domain.
3.1.3 Basic district software will include: MS Office for Windows and Mac, LANDesk
desktop management, spam & virus protection, security software
3.1.4 High school standard software includes:
3.1.5 Middle school standard software includes:
3.1.6 Elementary school standard software includes:
Section 4 Peripheral Devices
To provide student and staff access to printers, scanners, and other peripheral computing
resources to improve opportunities for student learning, the district will provide adequate
peripheral systems at all schools and administrative offices.
4.1 Ratio of peripheral devices per office, classroom, computer lab and workspace
4.1.1 Offices and workspaces - up to 1:20. One each shared devices such as a
printers, copiers, scanners, etc. to 20 workstations in proximate areas or network
zones.
4.1.2 Classrooms - one each shared devices such as a printers, scanners, etc. per
classroom.
4.1.3 Computer labs- one each shared devices such as a printers, scanners, etc.
per lab.
4.1.4 Remote/isolated offices and workspaces - one each shared devices such as a
printers, scanners, etc. per remote/isolated office or workspace.
4.2 Electronic Whiteboards
4.2.1 Each classroom will support an electronic whiteboard with student voting tools.
4.2.2 Electronic whiteboards will have a board mounted short throw projector
4.3 Obsolete Peripherals
4.3.1 All peripheral devices older than 3-years are considered obsolete.
Manufacturer model changes and supply resources change annually, making it
inefficient to acquire parts for older models. Obsolete Peripherals are supported
only when it is cost effective to make repairs.
Telecommunications
Minimum Technology Infrastructure Standards also include Telecommunications. In the
Albuquerque Public Schools the Telecommunications department is under the Maintenance and
Operations department and not the Technology Department. Like the technology standards
above, minimum standards for telecommunication have been established and each school is
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assessed on their ability to meet the minimum standards. Funds are prioritized first to schools
farthest away from the standard, but all schools are moved forward to meet the standard.
APS has been very active in state and national technology initiatives. In the spring of 2006 the
NM Public Education Department through the Council on Technology in Education adopted
statewide technology standards based on the work of Albuquerque Public Schools. These
statewide technology standards have helped school districts and legislators around the state to
work toward equity in our schools and build new schools with the technology infrastructure built
in to support great teaching and learning.

Technology Evaluation
The Technology department uses several tools to assess the telecommunication services,
hardware, software, and other services provided at schools and departments. One tool is a
periodic physical audit of technology resources at each location. Other tools include the districts
inventory records for purchases, salvage records for disposal of equipment, and more recently
network software that identifies were district assets are located.
Individual school and office audits are compared to the district’s Minimum Technology
Adequacy Standards. This identifies technology adequacy needs for each site and cost
estimates to bring each site to adequacy can be developed. The costs to bring schools and
offices to the district standard are prioritized and budgeted through various funding vehicles.
More information is provided under the Cost and Funding Plan section in this document.
The APS Technology department has created an improvement process built on the model
shown below.
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As indicated the department has created a set of Critical Success Factors (CSF) and Key
Performance Indicators (KPI) to evaluate the performance of the Technology Department in its
delivery of services to support the mission of the school district.
A CSF is an event, dependency, service outcome or other element of the services management
effort that, if not attained, will seriously impair the likelihood of achieving a business objective.
Examples include:
•
•
•
•

Providing services cost effectively
Meeting customer needs and priorities
Maintaining an IT service culture
Adherence to service level expectations and agreements

A KPI is a regular measurement based on data, which indicates the performance of a process
or service. Performance indicators allow for trend analysis over time and should incorporate
escalation procedures once a particular threshold or trigger level has been exceeded. It is these
KPIs that the APS IT department uses to communicate to the APS community to show progress
and to set expectations.
As an example the Service Desk after collecting information and analyzing the results Critical
Success Factors were established and Key Performance Indicators were developed to measure
and monitor performance. It is important that the KPIs are constantly reviewed with the
customer. The Service Desk developed four CSFs with specific KPIs for each to monitor
progress.
•
•
•
•

SD1: Improve Service Desk ability to handle incidents and requests more efficiently
SD2: Improving Tier 1 Service Desk incident resolution
SD3: Improving customer satisfaction
SD4: Reducing support costs by efficient use of resources and technology

One of the graphs is presented below showing the three KPIs for the CSF of improving Service
Desk ability to handle incidents and requests more efficiently. The KPIs are as follows:
• Speed to answer
• Call Abandonment Rate
• Self-Service.
The APS Technology Department has been instrumental in developing performance metrics
with the Council of Great City Schools (CGCS). The CGCS collects data from the largest urban
school districts in the country. APS results are compared to other school districts, which helps
determine improvement strategies. Active involvement in CGCS provides APS with a high
quality network of technology leaders across the country. The CGCS metrics and APS data are
found on our Department website.
.
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Full reports are provided to the Board of Education on CSFs and KPIs and can be found on the
Technology Website. All divisions within the Technology Department are establishing KPIs
which are reviewed by the Supervisors and Directors.

5.3

CRITICAL TMP TECHNOLOGY INFRASTRUCTURE ACTIVITIES

Technology Refresh – For the 2010-2015 TMP all district computers and servers will need to
be refreshed. The district inventory indicates that there are over 54,000 computing devices in
the district. In the past, most of these purchases were site-based decisions that were guided by
the district’s technology standards. This decentralized procurement of equipment led to a widevariety of equipment that needed to be supported and did not enable the district to get the
purchasing power it was entitled to receive.
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To better utilize resources, the Technology Department has moved more centralized support to
schools. For this Plan the technology department will be
The Technology
responsible for the complete refresh of all computers and
Department has
servers in the district. The district will be negotiating with two
developed minimum
computer manufacturers to drive toward the best prices, more
requirements for
consolidated support of equipment and better service to school
computer and district
staff. The Technology has developed a number of technology
wide licensing.
standards, procedures and specifications to help support
district equipment. These standards can be view on the
technology department’s website at aps.blackboard.com under the Standards button. By
providing these computer standards the department has improved our ability to support the over
54,000 computing devices in the district, reduce our parts inventory, and some of the need for
human intervention to fix problems.
In order to meet this new initiative the district will replace approximately 20% of the school or
department’s computers and servers each year. These computers will have the district’s image
and appropriately licensed software already preloaded on the machine. The computer will be
set-up and ready to go on arrival at each site. This new process will remove the burden of
computer refresh from the schools, decrease the cost of the machine to the district, standardize
the deployment of equipment across the district, ensure all students and teachers have
comparable equipment, decrease parts inventory and increase issue response times.
Internet Connectivity – Our vision statement states “Great learning for all learners through
access to and use of effective technologies”. Internet connectivity is a major component of
access. During the last five-year technology plan the district committed to deliver high-speed
Internet access to every school and classroom. We have accomplished this goal and this plan
will continue to build on our comprehensive network. The districts investment in a robust
network has brought some communities high-speed broadband access for the first time. This
investment has built and infrastructure giving local businesses greater Internet access
opportunities. The District continues to make dynamic technological advancement through a
comprehensive budgeting process using operational, capital, special appropriations and
leveraging E-rate and other federal technology grants.
The needs assessment enabled the district to project the cost to bring each school to the
district’s technology standard for wiring. The assessment also ranked our schools to help
identify those sites that were in the greatest need. Once the needs and costs were established
Technology Master Plan was created to bring all schools to at least the minimum technology
standard by 2010.
A major driver in accomplishing our goal was attaining the funding necessary to build out the
technology infrastructure. The TMP capital priorities were included in the district’s 2005-2010
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Capital Master Plan (CMP). The CMP identifies and prioritizes the district’s overall capital
needs and develops a strategy through local capital elections
for funding. Since 2005 the Albuquerque community has
As of 2009 over 85% of
passed three capital elections one of which was a
schools have met the
$351,000,000 dollar tax increase. These elections provided
district technology wiring
funding to network all of the district’s classrooms and
standards and phase one
buildings. Once voters approved the capital election of 2007,
of the WAN project is
enough funding was assured to begin wiring over 140 district
completed
schools and administrative sites.
The district began it ambitious network project starting with the schools in the greatest need.
The District’s network has three major physical components that needed to be improved: the
Local Area Network (LAN), the Wide Area Network (WAN), and the Internet capacity. The LAN
improvement focused on wiring every classroom in the district. By January of 2008, over 24 of
our highest need schools were wired to the district standard and over 42 more schools were
under construction. We are on time and well within budget for the 2005 – 10 TMP. By the
summer of 2010 all sites will meet the District Technology Minimum Standard for wiring
established in the 2005 – 10 TMP.
As projected in the previous TMP all schools and sites need additional capacity to meet the
educational and business demands of the district. Without adequate bandwidth many of our
districts network applications cannot operate correctly, impacting everything from short-cycle
assessment to finance.
In order to meet the Wide-Area Network (WAN) demand APS entered into a contract to bring
Qwest Metropolitan Optical Ethernet (QMOE) to all sites. Phase I of the QMOE physical build
out provided a minimum of 10 Mbps to elementary schools and minimum of 100 Mbps to all high
schools and was completed by August 2008. QMOE Phase II has begun which will upgrade all
schools from copper connections to fiber greatly increasing the capacity for all schools. Each
schools network capacity will be monitored to provide increased bandwidth as needed. The
Technology department will increase the amount of bandwidth to a site once it reaches 75% of
their capacity. Once a site’s network use exceeds 75% many critical software application are
negatively affected. This same standard is applied to our Internet connection for the district.
The District’s Internet has experienced exponential bandwidth growth in recent years. This trend
is not expected to decrease in the foreseeable future, especially with the rise of digital video,
Voice Over IP, video surveillance and web conferencing. Since 2000 the district Internet
capacity has doubled every 18 months. The chart below “APS Internet Bandwidth” shows
projected bandwidth growth from the 2005 TMP and actual growth through 2010.
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The chart above “Expected Bandwidth Growth ’10 – ’15” is the district’s projection of bandwidth
use over the next five years. This projection provides us with the data necessary to assure
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adequate network build-out to support the demands of the district without negative interruption
of service. The network has become a critical component of keeping schools open and
functioning. The district can no longer function without connectivity between schools and district
offices. Attendance, grades, testing, payroll, online learning, communication, phones, and
numerous other functions rely on sound network infrastructure.
The Technology Minimum Standards reflect the upgrades necessary to keep in front of the
projected demand. Over $18,000,000 will be spent to upgrade the LAN, WAN and Internet over
the next five years.
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Network Management – The Technology Department is
working towards a completely integrated communications
environment that has the capability of supporting all voice,
video and data traffic throughout the District. The design is
expandable to meet the constantly increasing needs of all
District stakeholders.

2
1
CO N
S OL
E

The main point of entry to each school site contains the
network hardware to support voice, video and data signals
from other school sites, video distribution centers, the
District administrative facilities and the Internet. Although
the technology is capable of supporting voice, video and
Local Area Network (LAN)
data signaling, the current configuration of this equipment
supports primarily data traffic. Configuration changes and additional hardware components may
be necessary to enable converged networking, or the use of voice and video in addition to data.
Studies suggest that the total cost of ownership will decrease by combining these services on a
single network.
IBM Compatible

Mac II

Ethernet

IBM laser printer

Mac II

The district uses several network tools and standards to manage and assess the network
performance such as:
• Bandwidth monitoring and capacity planning tools
• Anti-spam, anti-virus and anti -phishing tools
• Tools to identify the type of bandwidth traffic on the network
• Controls that prioritize the bandwidth available and the various types of traffic
• Various network and equipment standards
• Student & staff Appropriate Use Policies UP
• Internet Filtering
• Remote Desktop management tools
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Information Security – Data integrity, security and appropriate access must be vital
components of any comprehensive technology plan. This TMP will focus on bringing the district
up to “best practice” standards for information technology. Through the use of continuous
improvement methodologies the department is constantly striving for excellence. International
“best practice” identifies Information Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL) as a standard in its
improvement planning. To that end the APS Technology Department is constantly reviewing its
organization, process, and technology and developing improvement plans. All Service Desk
staff, technology managers and the leadership team have been training and certified in ITIL
Foundations.
Chief Information Security Officer – As a result of the ITIL training, in the fall of 2006 the
Technology department initiated another industry best practice by setting up a Chief Information
Security Officer (CISO). The CISO is responsible for developing security standards and
enforcement. This has been a growing area of emphasis in the district. Recent changes to
email archiving, increasing legal requests, and data security this office has proven invaluable.
CISO manages the process for legal discovery, technology investigations and other information
security issues.
The Technology department considers the protection of the confidentiality, availability and
integrity of its information assets and the privacy of students, staff and employees amongst its
highest priorities. APS will restrict access to technology resources and facilities in order to
provide a safe and secure computing environment. One of the Technology Department’s
charges is to work with staff to develop comprehensive directives for implementation of the
security policy. These directives will include:
1. All use of APS’ technological resources and facilities are subject to Federal, State and
local law and APS policies and Procedural Directives regarding the use of electronic
devices and software materials.
2. That all information that comes into and/or is created using District equipment is the sole
property of APS and is not private.
3. Users of the APS network and electronic resources must observe intellectual property
rights and software copyright laws.
The District wide Antivirus project, which will implement the current version of antivirus software
on all District desktop and laptop systems, and the Active Directory project which will implement
an Active Directory network operating system in the schools and administrative offices, are
explained in detail on the Technology Department. Other projects such as: Spam Filtering,
Content Filtering, Wireless Network Security, Antivirus and spyware, Disaster Recovery,
enterprise system backup, asset recovery and tagging, VPN/SSL are all projects that are
underway and can also be found on the Technology Department website under the Project
Portfolio button.
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Data Management – In addition to the network infrastructure, the District infrastructure for data
management and application support will be updated to provide for common pools of storage,
centralized backup and recovery and centralized security for all District applications. This model
will include server equipment at the school site to support site-specific applications. The model
will attempt to leverage centralized storage for all sites to simplify management and control of
data and facilitate the backup and recovery process.
Data management goals will address development of an overall data management strategy for
the District. This would entail determination of all data asset categories in the District, data
sources and data uses. In order to accomplish this, an overall assessment will be required.
This assessment provides the data required to appropriately address Enterprise Storage and
Enterprise Backup & Recovery.
Technical Contracted Support - The District will continue to evaluate opportunities to leverage
outside expertise to provide the highest quality technical support while maintaining an efficient
overall cost structure. In some cases, the cost of outsourcing some key network and systems’
management functions can more than outweigh the burden of increased personnel training and
retention costs for the highly technical skill sets required to support the latest technologies.
Regardless of outsourcing opportunities, the District will retain the responsibility to manage
outsourcing vendors and make critical IT management decisions.
Technical standards improve success because they limit the large amount of time many schools
and departments spend investigating alternatives and “tinkering” with new solutions. Standards
also allow us to maintain and share critical and expensive resources and to effectively share
configurations and learning within the technology group. The use of common standards will
enable schools and departments to integrate and exchange information efficiently over time.
The Gartner Group has summarized ten standards that should be in place and further states
that they are “necessary and effective” for an organization, as follows:
• Sourcing Standard: prescribes the decision making criteria for determining in-house or
external providers of support
• Security Standard: covers the arrangements for protecting the enterprise from physical
or electronic threats. This should include the assessment of the need and provision for
disaster recovery or business continuity preparation.
• Data Privacy Standard: clearly defines authorized access to District data
• Quality Standard: describes how quality is defined and achieved in the context of the
enterprise
• Operations Activity Standard: can be covered by referencing an IT infrastructure library
• Procurement Standard: describes the procurement process and states who and with
what approvals purchases can be made
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• Electronic Communications Standard: states the acceptable and expected uses of
electronic communication in the enterprise
• Desktop Environments Standard: outlines the standards for desktop configurations
• Behaviors, Values and Service Culture Standard: defines the customer service
standards for the technology staff to follow.
Specific information regarding policies, standards and procedures will regularly be posted and
updated on the Technology Department website.
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SECTION 6: PROJECTS
6.1 PROJECT PORTFOLIO
Besides those projects already mentioned in this document the Technology website provide a
complete list of projects and the project status under the Project Portfolio button. The
Technology department created a Project Management Office (PMO) to track and supports the
wide-variety of technology related projects in the district. By Board of Education policy the
Technology department reports to the BOE annually on the status of these projects. Some of
the projects that are underway or planned for the near future include the following.
Data Center Core Move - The move of the Core Technology and Communication department’s
personnel and equipment to the new Data Center will centralize the department’s resources into
a single location. Building this new infrastructure system will enhance the stability of the network
and minimizing disruptions. Planning for this project began in the 05-06 school year. The Data
Center Move is scheduled to occur in the spring of 2010.
E-Archive – Implements an automated system to archive, search, delete, mark for legal hold,
and retrieve emails. It will essentially provide a backup and recovery system itself and as such
should lower risk associated with disaster recovery. Security is controlled by "case" where
appropriate individuals are given access to all documents associated with that case and only
that case. This project should significantly lower legal risk associated with discovery, production
of documents, legal holds, and elimination of unnecessary documents.
Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery Plan –
Enterprise Resource Planning Upgrades – This project upgrades financial, human resources
and payroll systems including environmental, equipment, and application software.
APS Online –
Web Redesign – This redesign is a part of the eight-superintendant goals. Phase I of the Web
redesign project is scheduled to go live in the spring of 2010. Phase I includes a complete
redesign of the current district Internet site on an open sources content management system.
Future phases will include the Intranet, departments, and school sites.
Electronic Whiteboard and Interactive tools - Research has shown that increasing interaction
increases academic performance. Teachers using Electronic Whiteboards and interaction tools
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over 75% of the time in classroom instruction increase student achievement between 17 and
20%. By 2013 half of the classroom in the district will be equipped with an interactive electronic
whiteboard and student interaction tools. This plan includes extensive professional
development to teachers and staff to properly use these resources.
District Security Upgrade – The district must provide a safe and secure network and data
systems for all students and employees. This is a challenging endeavor and must be constantly
reviewed and upgraded. This is also an area that has been growing in significance over the last
few years as more people rely on these systems to accomplish their everyday work.
District Communication Upgrade – The district’s use communication tools will be significantly
different over the next five years with the use of social networking tools by students, teachers
and staff. This will require upgrades to current email and calendaring software and include
texting, IM, and a number of other Web 2.0 tools. The use of these tools will require
modifications to appropriate use policies and the creation of new communication policies within
the district.
Digitizing BOE Documents – The APS district has been in operation for over 100 years. The
district maintains a large amount of records that need to be digitized in the future.
BOE Communication Tools –
Document Management Tools QMOE Phase II - A network architecture plan details a network design that will meets our
increasingly complex business operations goals, as well as address our network security needs.
A network architecture plan will also help us to more efficiently provide instructional access to
web resources and to provide greater bandwidth.

6.2 PROJECT EVALUATION PROCESS
All projects related to technology whether instructional or operational must go through an strict
process for review and evaluation. This process starts when a new project is considered and
continues through funding, implementation, and closeout of the project. The process starts on
the APS Technology website under the Project Portfolio button. Project managers fill out the
Project Form that has several of assessment and consideration. The project form requires a
number of areas to be filled out such as the following:
•

Project Description
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Funding Sources and Schedule
Budget
Significant Risks and Mitigation
Security
Consolidation Strategies
Cost Benefit Analysis
Business Performance Measures
Training Plan

A copy of the Project Approval Form is included in the appendix of this document. It includes
help notes to describe the information requested.
Projects are reviewed on an annual basis to assure that the projects have met stated goals for
the year. Project goals are developed by the project manager and reviewed and approved by
ITAC, which is described in the next section.
All projects go through a technical review and then the ITAC review. Projects expecting capital
funding are prioritized and then moved through the capital planning process. Project forms are
published on the website and are updated by project managers. Per Board of Education Policy
these projects are reviewed on an annual basis.
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SECTION 7: COST AND FUNDING PLAN <TOC>
This section of the Technology Master Plan provides cost and funding details related to the
major projects addressed in the plan. In order to establish proper oversight and assessment of
projects priorities several structures are in place to guide the appropriate use and deployment of
technology. The next section addresses the governance structure for Technology.

7.1 TECHNOLOGY GOVERNANCE
The Albuquerque Public Schools Technology Department
There is more
has several formal and informal ways to gather information,
respond to user needs, and set direction for the future.
information available on
Informal data collection comes from help desk tickets, the
the Technology
Department website click
district technology list serve, school visits and emails from
parents, staff and students. Formal input comes from the
on the Tech Organization
District Technology Committee, Information Technology
button and go to
Governance Groups
Advisory Council, Technology Review Team, Capital Outlay
Property & Technology Committee, and the Superintendent’s
Leadership Team providing invaluable input to the creation of this plan as well as direction for
technology initiatives in the district.
District Technology Committee
The District Technology Committee (DTC), is made up of interested technology coordinators
from across the district that meet once a month to review technology progress, provide advice
and feedback, and communicate technology related issues. This committee is open to all
interested community members and teachers. Notes and media files from the meeting are
published on the Technology Departments web page at https://aps.blackboard.com
APS Information Technology Advisory Council
In 2006 the Technology Department incorporated an industry best practice by developing the
Information Technology Advisory Council (ITAC) to assist with technology governance. The
council is made up of district leadership and outside technology experts from the City of
Albuquerque, County of Bernalillo, and the University of New Mexico. ITAC has provided
valuable insight into the development of technology policy, standards, and procedures. ITAC
also provides oversight on technology related projects and an annual review of project health.
Minutes from ITAC meetings are published to the technology website located at
https://aps.blackboard.com
The purpose of APS ITAC is to represent the computing, communications, and information
technology concerns of the faculty, staff, and students in decisions involving security directives,
standards, priorities and services provided to the District. To provide timely input, advice and
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feedback to the Chief Information Officer on policy, proposals, implementation projects, and
other information technology related issues. Ensure that the District is kept informed about
information technology issues and initiatives, and provide a channel to bring into the IT policy
and planning processes the concerns and suggestions of the APS faculty, students, and staff.
Strategies for achieving this mission include:
• Be a major contributor to the District’s technology visioning, policy development and
strategic planning process
• Respond to the administration’s and staff’s needs for timely input, advice, and feed back
as it relates to implementation of the District’s technology strategic plan and policy
development
• Recommend priorities for technology development after considering resources available
and new resources needed
Membership is reflective of district leadership and IT leadership within the Albuquerque
community. Membership includes:
CIO of the City of Albuquerque or designee
CIO of the University of New Mexico or designee
CIO of Bernalillo County or designee
APS Chief Financial Officer
APS Chief Technology Officer
APS Chief Operations Officer
APS Executive Director of Human Resources
APS Director of Communication & Core Services
APS Director of Technology Client Services
APS Director of Audit
APS Director of Procurement
APS Director of Capital Master Planning

The initial members of this Committee were selected for the knowledge and understanding of
the District business of providing education services. As the Committee evolves, the
membership can be expanded to include representatives from a broader scope.
In April of 2008 the BOE established a policy that requires all technology related projects to go
through the ITAC approval process and have annual reviews of these projects. The Policy can
be viewed on the Technology Department website under the Tech Standards button. This
policy will allow the Technology Department to manage a district technology portfolio and help
assure that proper project management strategies are used in all new district technology
initiatives.
Capital Outlay, Property, and Technology Committee
The Capital Outlay, Property, and Technology Committee (COPT) is an APS Board of
Education Committee that meets on the first and third Tuesday of each month. The committee
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reviews capital expenditures, projects, and issues as they relate to property construction and
technology. The COPT Committee also establishes district technology policies and is updated
on APS procedures to meet board policies. The public is invited to these meetings are often
covered by the local media. Minutes from these meetings are published to the APS Website at
www.aps.edu.
Technology Review Team
The Technology Review Team (TRT) is made up of the Technology Department directors and
Managers and includes other department managers or project leaders when necessary. This
team develops specifications, procedures, and guidelines to improve the technology
departments operation in support of APS schools and offices. The TRT provides the initial
review of projects, recommends the development of technology standards and serves as a
proactive group in technology related initiatives.
Technology Metrics
Beside the Governance structure to monitor and guide technology in the district, Technology
Department has created performance metrics to help assess improvement in performance.
These metrics help division managers review staff performance and proactively move the
district support of technology forward. These metrics are presented to the BOE and are
published to the Technology website.

7.2 TECHNOLOGY FUNDING
Funding is provided through federal, state and local sources. Some of the funding sources are
recurring others are available on a much more limited basis. A comprehensive TMP must
include a coordination of the various financial resources in order to be successfully deployed.
Federal
•

•

Enhancing Education Through Technology Act (EETT) - Funding for school technology
from the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001 used in classrooms to improve student
academic achievement. Funds are distributed through formula and competitive grants.
The formula monies used by schools for technology-related professional development.
Education Rate (E-rate) – E-rate, or the Schools and Libraries Universal Service Support
Mechanism, provides most K-12 schools and libraries in the United States to obtain
affordable telecommunications and Internet access. The service categories funded are
Telecommunications Services, Internet Access and Internet connections. E-rate is only
available for schools whose students population meet standards established Universal
Services base on free and reduced lunch counts.

State
•

Operations - Based on a unit value, per-student expenditure that is annually provided by
the state department.
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Special Direct Legislative Appropriations – Provided by individual legislators for local
schools-related special technology projects. All appropriations must be in alignment with
the district TMP and an Technology approved funding request form.
Technology Education Assistance (TEA) – Provided by the state department as a perstudent, district-wide allocation for technology resources. These funds can be used for a
variety of purposes from technology professional development to technicians.

Local Capital Sources
•

Capital Outlay – The district has established a Capital Master Plan which prioritizes
district capital requests and establishes and 5 year capital strategy and funding request.
This funding request is supported though 3 local sources:
o General Obligation Bonds - Bond revenue allocated for growth, programmatic
and technology (Large projects, major additions and Technology)
o Mill Levies
 HB 33 - House Bill 33 mil revenue, allocated for facility renewal, health
and safety, and technology (SIPs, Technology, Smaller projects &
renovation)
 SB 9 - Senate Bill is allocated for maintenance and operations (HVAC,
roofs, electrical ADA)
 Technology Notes – Specifically designed to support technology needs
for a school district.

Operational Fund
The Operational budget is the annually funded from the Public Education Department. Each
year funding is provided to the district from the state based on student enrollment in the district.
All public school districts are funded through the State Equalization Guarantee, which provides
the same amount of money per student no matter where the student resides in the state. The
primary expenditures of the operational budget for technology are the salaries of staff members
and basic utility costs such as Internet services.
Operationally, the district spends approximately $6.7 million dollars to support technology. $3.7
million of the operational budget supports the salaries and benefits of over 70 employees. The
organizational structure of the department is detailed in Section 8. Another $2.2 million pays for
information technology services; the vast majority of this money is to pay for bandwidth and
annual Internet services required to meet the instructional and operational demands of the
district. The Telecommunications department spends another $2.2 million in their operational
budget to cover the districts telecommunications demands. A copy of the APS Minimum
Telecommunications Adequacy Standards for 2011-2017 is included in the appendix.
Categorical Funds
Categorical funds are grants issued by the United States Congress or the New Mexico State
Legislature, which may be spent only for narrowly defined purposes. Categorical grants are
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distributed either on a formula basis or a project basis. APS receives Technology In Education
funds that are primarily spent for technology integration and professional development. The
staff of the APS Online division of the Technology department is paid for out of this fund.
Beside training and development of online resources this division supports the District
Technology Committee, Tech Connections Conference, and district technology in-services.
Occasionally the department receives grants from Enhancing Education Through Technology
flow through grants from the Federal Government although these funds have been significantly
diminished in recent years.
Capital Master Plan
The priorities of the TMP were presented to the APS Capital Master Plan Committee. The CMP
Committee is made up of parents, principals and teachers that review the capital issues of the
District and develop a long-range strategy for meeting the most critical of these needs. The
capital needs of each school and facility in the District are reviewed and prioritized by the
committee. There are typically several capital elections in a 5 - year period. The current CMP
started with the recommendation of the CMP and successful approval by the Board of
Education in October of 2009. In February of 2010 a General Obligation Bond will be voted on
by the public and in 2011 a House Bill 33 election will be held. In 2014 a Senate Bill and a
General Obligation election will be held. The passages of these local capital elections are
critical to the success of students through the TMP.
The chart below identifies costs associated with the Technology Master Plan that were
approved and included in the CMP for the next two elections. Priorities for future elections will
be decided at a later date.
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SECTION 8: DEPARTMENT STRUCTURE <TOC>
This section of the Technology Master Plan provides descriptions of the divisions within the
Technology Department. The Technology Department is composed of three divisions: Client
Services, Core Technology and Communication Services and APS Online. The Chief
Information Officer of the Technology Department is Tom Ryan, ryan_tom@aps.edu, 830-8040.
The Mission
Great learning for all learners through access to and use of effective technologies.
The following sections of the TMP will provide some detail into the three main divisions of the
Technology Department. The format for each division is as follows:
•
•
•
•

Purpose and Vision
Current state
Future state
Division Plan

For more detail into the subgroups of each division go to the Technology website at
aps.blackboard.com under the Tech Organization button. The subgroup detail is formatted in
the same manner described above.
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8.1 CLIENT SERVICES
TCS Purpose and Vision
The Technology Client Services (TCS) Department is the primary link between the Technology
Department and the APS district users at schools and other departments. The purpose of the
TCS Department is to support user requirements for technology solutions in databases,
networking, desktops, laptops, and servers. The TCS Department vision is to provide
manageable and maintainable solutions to meet these needs. There are four Divisions within
this department focused on different technology support areas:
•

Technology Service Desk

•

Technology Support Services

•

Technology Data Communications

•

Technology Project Management Services

The Technology Service Desk is a single point of contact of district technology related issues.
The Service Desk maintains the incident management database for all technology problems
reported.
The Technology Support Services Division provides on-site technology support for desktops,
laptops and servers throughout the district. The Support Services Division is the second-level
support organization for school and department technology resources.
The Technology Data Communications Division provides data communications infrastructure
design and implementation at all APS locations. The Data Communications Division serves as
the local area network (LAN) cabling plant management organization and also provides support
for audio-visual systems.
The Technology Project Management Services Division provides support for district databases
created in the FileMaker Pro database system. The division also serves as the consultant for
the district on the planning, preparation, and management of technology projects.
TCS Current State
The current technology state of the district is diverse and locally managed by the schools and
departments. The level of technology in use at each location depends highly on the local skills
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(which are varied) and local leadership of the principal. Schools and departments are
independent in their selection and purchasing of technology -- hardware and software. This
makes consistent support extremely challenging for the Technology Department.
The Service Desk is improving its level of support. Skill levels of the technicians have improved
and their ability to answer more calls has improved through better call management. Broad sets
of statistics are used to analyze performance and tweak the system for more improvements.
However, calls are only taken over the phone (no online chat or email). There is no connection
with configuration management or asset management information.
The Technology Support Services Division is moving towards using enterprise tools (Active
Directory and LANDesk) to provide support services efficiently and effectively to all schools and
departments. They are challenged by an increasing number of computers and dependency on
technology.
The Technology Data Communications Division has been funded by the district's Capital Master
Plan for several years and is moving forward with plans to upgrade the data network
infrastructure at all APS facilities.
TCS Future State
The future state for the department includes several distinct functions:
•

The Service Desk will be able to respond to customers through a variety of methods -including voice, video, email, chat. The tools they use will allow them to work with the
customer to resolve their problems online -- in a collaborative way. The customers will
be able to easily check the status of the district's major systems (network, financial,
student, and email) through a web site that is updated in real-time. The Service Desk
manager can view the average length of time it takes to resolve issues at any time and
problems are tracked and analyzed to allow repairs to be directed at the root causes.

•

The Support Services Division will begin working tickets as soon as the Service Desk
passes them along -- in fact, many of them will be passed to 2nd level techs while the
customer is still on the line. Again, remote access tools will allow software problems to
be addressed remotely and immediately. Hardware problems will be quickly repaired or
the equipment will be replaced within one business day.
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•

The Data Communications Division will be upgrading the capacity of our data network
well before existing capacities are taxed. Capacity for wired and wireless
communications will be ready to support the growing number of student and staff
computers.

•

The Project Management Division will provide weekly updates on the status of all district
technology projects to the CIO and report significant events to the ITAC meetings.
District databases will be well maintained and response to customer requests will be
timely and accurate.

In addition, all TCS staff will spend at least 2-weeks each year in training programs that will
prepare them to use the newest technology and improve their skills. Technicians will have a
customer focus that will ensure that everyone is committed to responding efficiently and
effectively to the customer's needs. The Director will review weekly metrics on the status of all
open work tickets and the length of time to repair problems. A team of senior techs will be
investigating the frequency of reported problems and developing solutions for the root causes.
The TCS Plan
For the TCS Department to reach the "future" state, there are several improvements in different
areas that must be made. Staff must be upgraded -- in training and experience to work in
different ways to become more efficient and effective. Tools must be implemented -- directory
and district management tools must be implemented across the entire district. Infrastructure
must be reliable -- the network must be reliable and provide enough capacity to enable remote
inventory, analysis, and management of systems. Technology must be implemented that will
make more efficient use of resources -- processing power and storage -- in a way that is
manageable at the district level. Procedures must be developed to take advantage of the new
skills and tools to provide effective service to the customers.

•

Staff Development - 1) Encourage the availability of technology training for all APS staff
(e.g. require minimum training before being assigned a computer or upgrade), 2) Make
TCS staff training a priority (e.g. Require professional development training annually and
for promotions.), 3) Require LANDesk and AD/OD training for all TCS staff.
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•

Tool Implementation - 1) Implement Active Directory and Open Directory in all APS
schools and departments, 2) Require all new computers be configured for directory
integration, 3) Implement LANDesk agents on all district computers.

•

Infrastructure Improvement - 1) Invest in cabling infrastructure in schools to improve
network connection availability (wired and wireless), 2) upgrade school network capacity
with new equipment to provide 10-Gbps backbones and Gigabit to the desktop.

•

Technology Implementation - 1) Invest in technologies that support the "cloud
computing" model, including virtualization and centralized data storage, 2) Test virtual
desktop solutions for schools and departments, 3) test centralized data storage for
schools and departments.

•

Procedure Development - 1) Develop new Service Desk procedures to be able to
answer more calls and resolve more problems on the first call (e.g. encourage password
reset site usage, improve knowledgebase, train staff in the use of LANDesk), 2) Develop
new support procedures that will reduce the time to resolve tech problems at schools
(e.g. reduce tech driving time, use LANDesk more effectively, and standardize
configurations).

8.2 CORE TECHNOLOGY AND COMMUNICATION SERVICES
CTC Purpose and Vision
Core Technology & Communications (CTC) Department is the centralized group that manages
the Data Center, district network, district enterprise systems, information security, and e-rate.
The CTC Department vision is to provide safe/secure, available, enterprise mission-critical
resources. The goal is to provide reliable, safe, and secure networks and systems in support
end users in the performance of their functions.
There are four Divisions within this department.
·

Business Systems Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP).

·

Network and Security

·

Systems Administration

·

Operations

The ERP Division supports the Lawson ERP System, with system analysts to help district ERP
users in schools, Finance, Human Resources, Payroll, and Procurement.
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The Network and Security Division manages the district network, which provides sites
connectivity to the Internet, District Enterprise Systems, and Information Security. The Systems
Administration Division manages the Data Center mission-critical enterprise systems. The
Operations Division manages the day-to-day operations of the Data Center and Enterprise
Systems.
CTC Current State
Network bandwidth has been doubling approximately every 18 months. To keep up with the
increasing demands, major projects are underway to connect all schools with Qwest
Metropolitan over Ethernet (QMOE) high bandwidth fiber connections. Phase one has been
completed which connects sites with a minimum of 10 Mbps bandwidth. Phase II will connect all
sites via fiber connections to allow continued increases in bandwidth.
The ERP environment has been updated to allow for future application upgrades to current
levels. Technical problems have been resolved to allow for password policy enforcement. CTC
will support initiatives to upgrade the ERP Application and implement new ERP modules for
Budgeting, Position Management, and Employee Self Service.
A new data center, to be completed in the summer of 2010, will provide for district needs for the
future. A new 10 Gbps backbone is being installed to support the increased bandwidth
requirements for district systems.
Some efficiencies that have be realized are: Electronic Systems have reduced the printing
requirements, new systems have reduced the need for batch production jobs, automated
backups have reduced the need for operators to handle tapes, and site entry of employee
timesheets has eliminated the data entry of payroll data.
CTC Future State
·

Business Systems Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) Division will be working to
eliminate manual processes and islands of information by automating system interfaces
so that systems talk to each other, implement information archival so that historical
information is readily available, use technology and improved business practices to
improve workflow and efficiency, implement solutions to improve reporting for datadriven decisions, and work to improve customer relationships with end users.
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·

Network and Security dependence for mission critical functions will require better
ability to manage network resources requirements. More user resources will become
reliant on bandwidth and network resources. This increase in demand will be pushed by
technologies like online video, cloud computing and, online learning. Core Services
need to be better able to monitor bandwidth requirements and adjust resources
according to customer needs. A critical component of our future success will be the
ability to accurately monitor the bandwidth usage at each APS site. With the everincreasing security threats, major initiatives in information security will need to take
place. Funding is planned from the District Capital Master Plan to implement these
security initiatives.

·

Systems Administration will improve standardization of Operating Systems on
Enterprise Systems to insure efficiency in maintaining these systems and staying on
current, supported levels to ensure applications run properly. Hardware, Operating
Systems, and Enterprise Applications must be continually upgraded to current levels to
have effective support. Patches are regularly required to fix software issues and
eliminate security vulnerabilities. Systems Administrators will work to improve customer
relationships with their end users.

·

Operations will continue reductions in printing and the automation of operator task.
This will result in a change in their focus from handling printing, paper, and backup tapes
to a greater roll in proactive monitoring systems and networks.

The CTC Plan
The CTC Plan addresses the requirements of the Future State by taking into account the gaps
that need to be addressed to move from the Current State. This will require improvements in
staff through professional development and efficiency through better processes and integration.
The second requirement is the implementation of Projects to improve district operations and
automate new processes. There are numerous future projects planned and funded in the District
Capital Master Plan.
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8.3 APS ONLINE
APS Online Purpose and Vision
Online learning provides access to quality learning for our students so that they are prepared to
work in a global economy. We provide courses, professional development, tools, resources and
content to support students, teachers, and administrators in the online learning environment.
Our students will be prepared for the workplaces so that they will be able create, contribute,
collaborate, collect information and apply it as needed in their workplace.
Our vision is that all students, teachers and administrators have and use technology tools to
facilitate their work in teaching and learning for a global society.
APS ONLNE
•

Provides a Learning Content Management system (LCMS)

•

Provides tools and resources to support an LCMS

•

Provides a tool to host synchronous activities

•

Provides k-12 courses

•

Provides professional development for teachers and administrators on online pedagogy,
web 2.0 tools, instructional design

•

Provides multimedia support

•

Provides information on and models current and evolving e-learning trends

APS Online Current State
APS ONLINE currently uses an LCMS that is hosted by the vendor. We have purchased
licenses for 90,000 students and 15,000 employees. The initial use of the LCMS was initiated 5
years ago with the implementation of the English Language Learners course. This course is
designed for certified new hires. It began with one course. Due to the demand of convenience
of being able to take the course online, course offerings have increased to 4 sections
consistently every semester. Last spring and this fall, there was an increase to 5 sections with
one instructor to 30 - 35 participants. In addition we have additional software, such as Web
Conferencing tools and Learning Objects integrated in to the LCMS to enhance the online
learning environment that allows opportunities for social interaction and collaboration, critical
characteristics for a successful online class.
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Nearly 200 students enrolled and passed online courses for high school credit during the 2008 –
‘09 school year. This was the first year these courses were offered. The district expects these
numbers to grow one the new APS eLearning Academy in operational in the fall of 2010.
Blended course use in which online resources are used in face-to-face classrooms has been
growing at a very fast pace with several creative approaches to using the LMS tools.
Currently all users (teachers and administrators) wishing to facilitate a course or organization on
Blackboard are required to attend training on how to use the system. Training is delivered in a
face-to-face environment. Training is usually offered two times a month with approximately 15
people per class.
The district uses courses developed by NROC and IDEAL-NM with modifications and has been
responsible for developing courses in-house. Because this is such a new area for public
education finding qualified content experts and educating colleagues about a different online
instructional and learning models is challenging. As the district continues its maturity with online
resources teachers will bring a greater array of skills to online course development.
Because of statewide initiatives, the downturn in the economy, the ability to transform teaching
and learning, choice, and the Governor’s program Graduate NM, the interest and growth in
online learning has increased significantly. Requests for online courses and organizations have
increased and the expectation is that online learning will have double-digit growth for the next
several years.
Teachers recognize that students will have access to content and materials using the LCMS
because of the anytime, anywhere, any place accessibility. Administrators see the need to offer
professional development using the online environment as an efficient way to conserve time and
costs and still meet district initiatives.
To meet these new demands, there is a need for high quality courses to insure a successful
experience for the student/participant. Standards must be created for course design and a
professional development program should be required for teachers who will be online
instructors.
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APS Online Future State
Online learning provides options for students and teachers in their learning and teaching by
giving them choice. Students and teachers have choice in how and when they access content
and share knowledge. This delivery model of instruction is a different paradigm from the
traditional face-to-face model. Learning and teaching is dynamic and harnesses collective
knowledge. Continued support for this learning environment puts APS in a leadership position
in the field of education and online learning. The department’s goals are:
•

The development and sustainability of an online school.

•

Continue course design and development for k-12 content and district courses

•

Build a community of online learners that are comfortable in this environment and
support its continued growth.

•

Community access (parents, teachers, students) for all. Mobile learning occurs anytime,
anywhere for anyone in the organization.

•

Encourage classroom teachers and administrators to see the online learning
environment as another opportunity to achieve their instructional goals.

•

Continue to grow content availability in the repository of the LCMS.

•

Professional development for administrators, teachers and students through the use of
e-portfolios

•

Implement the user dashboard in the LCMS so that information relevant to their role
group easily accessible

•

Create a certification program for instructors of online learning

APS Online Plan
The department staff should be experienced online students, instructors and course designers.
They will be provided training in the LCMS and other appropriate software relevant to the online
learning. Staff will be provided the most current and up to date tools (hardware and software)
used in online education. Staff will stay current with online learning trends and will be provided
professional development opportunities in the field of online learning and K-12 education.
To create and implement a professional development program and mentor online teachers, the
department will design and develop a certification program for online teaching. The department
will create partnerships with district departments, higher education and the state. The program
should require teacher experience in the student role, learning theories, course design and
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knowledge of web 2.0 technologies and multimedia software. The program will follow the
guidelines published in National Standards for Online Teaching from iNACOL.
The department will establish standards and templates for course design. Courses will follow
best practices in instructional design, with assessments aligned to the content. Guidelines are
outlined in the National Standards for Quality Online Courses from iNACOL.
The content collection will continue to acquire learning objects by partnering with open
educational resources (OER), teachers, course designers, and professional developers.
Managing, tagging and categorizing the learning objects will require a system administrator to
manage the repository as resources are added to the system.
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SECTION 9: APPENDICES <TOC>
9.1

GLOSSARY OF KEY TERMS

Terms
Anytime, Anywhere
Access

ASSISTIVE
TECHNOLOGY
E-rate

ERP
FIS
High Quality
Learning
Environment
HRS
HRPay
IEP

Learner Focus
Learning
Management
System (LMS)
Legacy System

RDA

Definitions
The concept of Anytime, Anywhere Learning implies that learning
opportunities occur 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, equitable access to
learning is available to all students, and parent and community
involvement exists in support of student success.
Assistive technology is any item or piece of equipment that allows a
limited capability student to independently sit, stand, speak, read, write
or do math in meeting educational goals.
The E-rate (education rate) program pays for telecommunications and
related equipment for schools and libraries throughout the nation. It is
administered by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC),
which began awarding funds in 1998.
Enterprise Resource Planning systems are used to plan and control
resources across an entire operation.
Financial Information Systems support some or all of the financial
activities of an organization
A High Quality Learning Environment ensures that the efforts of our
educators, students and schools are in sync, providing the most optimal
setting for student opportunities.
Human Resource Systems support some or all of the staffing needs
such as payroll, benefits and professional development
The payroll module of the Human Resource System
Individualized Education Program – A written program of studies
required by the Individuals with Disabilities Act for every child with a
disability.
The Learner Focus is defined as all activities that will support and
accelerate learning.
A Learning Management System (LMS) allows for the delivery and the
administration of courses online.
A Legacy System is a computer system or application program which
continues to be used because of the cost of replacing or redesigning it
and often despite its poor competitiveness and compatibility with
modern equivalents. The implication is that the system is large,
monolithic and difficult to modify.
Research, Development and Accountability – Department provides
school accountability support in the interpreting assessment data and
applying this information to instructional program improvement.
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Terms
SIS
Special education

Technology
Infrastructure
TMP
Wireless

9.2

Definitions
Student Information System
Programs designed to serve children with mental and physical
disabilities. Such children are entitled to individualized education plans
(IEPs) that spell out the services needed to reach their educational
goals, ranging from speech therapy to math tutoring. Traditionally,
special education has taken place in separate classrooms. Increasingly,
the services may also be offered in regular schools and classrooms.
Technology Infrastructure includes the hardware, software and
connectivity required to support the use of technology.
Technology Master Plan
Networking technology that utilizes infrared and/or radio frequencies to
perform data transmission functions.

APS MINIMUM TELECOMMUNICATION S ADEQUACY STANDARDS FOR 2011-2017

Section 1. Telecommunication Connectivity
To provide the district with Internet services to improve opportunities for student learning, the
district will provide connectivity in all district offices, classrooms and school activity areas,
including cafeterias, gymnasiums, auditoriums and other common areas. The services will
provide connectivity for 911 for the safety of all students and staff.
The services that are provided for the district are designed services ISDN PRI DS-3 DS-1 ISDN
BRI, Basic and Advanced DSS. The district is also provided 1FB (POTS) lines on copper.
Section 2.
The educational usages provided thru the Telephony PBX’s for the district are the Home Work
Hotlines, Bulletins, Times and Locations for each School and the dial tone for the Internet
Services.
Section 3. Equipment
The equipment that is used to send out the dial:
Centralized components that are an essential element in the transport of telephone services
within a school or library.
•
•
•
•
•

Private Branch Exchange (PBX)
Key System (KSU)
Voice Mail
Wireless
VoIP Telephony Equipment

In addition, the following features are eligible:
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•
•
•
•

Automatic Route Selection (ARS)
E911
Voice Compression Module
Voice Interface Card

One switchboard/attendant console necessary for operation of each eligible PBX or eligible
Centrex telephone service.
Private Branch Exchange (PBX) (Telephone)
A PBX is a centralized telephone switching system located at a business or organization site.
The PBX provides internal station-to-station dialing and access to the public switched network.
Key System (KSU) (Telephone)
A Key System, also known as Com Key System or a KSU, is a type of phone system that
permits more than one telephone line, PBX extension, private line, or intercom line to appear on
a single telephone.
Voice Mail Components (Telephone)
Voice mail components allow users to receive voice messages left by telephone callers and
may have other features, such as message forwarding.
Wireless PBX Adjunct (Telephone)
A Wireless PBX Adjunct functions in conjunction with a Private Branch Exchange to enable use
of cordless telephones on an organization’s premises.
Wireless Telephone Services (Telephone)
Wireless telephone services provide connection to the public switched telephone network
similar to traditional phone service, but utilize portable electronic devices and radio frequencies
rather than hard-wired handsets.
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